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Highlights1
• The classical FSI problem is revisited for a fully clamped elastoplastic beam2
• Beneficial effects of FSI depends on the transverse deflection and time to detachment3
• Impulse transmitted is reduced by increasing aspect ratio in mode I deformation4
• Decreasing aspect ratio always reduces impulse transmitted in modes II and III5
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Abstract11
This paper revisits a classical fluid-structure interaction (FSI) problem on the momentum12
and energy transfer to a structure from an underwater blast. Hitherto, the majority of an-13
alytical models assume a rigid (non-deformable) and free-standing (unsupported) structure14
where resistance to its translational motion - apart from that offered by its inertial mass15
- comes from ‘ad-hoc’ backing spring(s) introduced to simulate compression of the fluid16
medium and/or the resistance to transverse deformation encountered by a real structure.17
These limitations/assumptions are relaxed in this paper by adopting a physically realistic18
fully-clamped ductile beam system that takes into account large elasto-plastic deformation,19
limits to material deformation, boundary compliance and boundary failure; the analytical20
framework was developed previously by Yuan et al. [1]. By coupling the fluid (water) domain21
to the analytical model of the ductile beam system, the momentum and energy transferred22
by the blast wave are critically re-evaluated for non-impulsive loading re´gime; in particular,23
on how the beam’s deformation mode and boundary compliance affects fluid and structure24
interaction, up until the point of complete beam detachment from its supports. Detailed25
finite-element models were also developed to simulate the interactions between the fluid26
and structural beam where predictions were in good agreement with those by the analytical27
model. Sensitivity analyses were carried out that offer new insights on the influence of the28
beam’s aspect ratio and inertial mass.29
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1. Introduction32
The beneficial effects of fluid-structure interaction (FSI) in reducing the impulse imparted33
to a rigid free-standing plate from an underwater blast are well-known. Taylor have shown34
that the momentum acquired by the plate reduces dramatically with its inertial mass: a35
direct consequence of early cavitation at the fluid-structure interface [2]. Over the past36
two decades, this ‘peculiar’ property has been extensively exploited to design sandwich37
panels with a greater resistance, compared to its monolithic equivalent of the same mass, to38
underwater blast loadings [3–9]. However, the majority of these studies on FSI, including39
those on sandwich panels, have largely ignored limits to deformation - from its supports and40
the structural material - which could potentially limit the external validity of any model41
predictions. There are two important factors that influence energy and momentum transfer42
to a submerged structure in underwater blasts: (1) development and evolution of cavitation43
zone(s); and, (2) limits to material deformation, boundary (supports) compliance and its44
failure. In the present study, we shall be concerned only with FSI in the ‘pre-boundary45
failure’ re´gime, i.e. before the complete detachment of the structure from its supports.46
Nomenclature
A Cross-section area of beam N0 Fully plastic membrane force
B Width of beam N¯ N/N0
cw Acoustic wave speed in water pI Incident pressure wave
D Damage variable ps peak incident pressure
E¯F Non-dimensional maximum to-
tal energy transmitted to free-
standing beam
pR1 Reflected pressure wave
ET , EK Transmitted energy and ki-
netic energy of the elasto plas-
tic beam
pR2 Rarefaction pressure wave
E¯T , E¯K Non-dimensional maximum
ET and EK
pInt Interface pressure
EbS, EsS, EmS Bending, shear, membrane en-
ergy obtained from rotational,
axial and vertical springs
p˜Int Average interface pressure
EbB, EsB, EmB Bending, shear, membrane en-
ergy of the elastoplastic beam
Q Transverse shear force
Ei Incident energy of blast wave
per unit area
Q0 Fully plastic shear force
H Beam thickness t1, t2, t3 Termination time of Phases I,
II and III
Ii Incident impulse per unit area tc Cavitation time
IT , IK Transmitted impulse, momen-
tum
ti Decay constant
3
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I¯F Maximum total impulse per
unit area of free-standing beam
Wˆ Average transverse deflection
I¯T , I¯K Non-dimensional maximum IT
and IK
W0 Maximum mid-span deflection
I¯T1 , Maximum non-dimensional
transmitted impulse
WB, WS Deflection at mid-span & support
I¯T2 , Reduction of transmitted im-
pulse due to failure
Z Lagrangian coordinates
I¯T3 , Reduction of transmitted im-
pulse due to deformation
β Ratio of the plastic work ab-
sorbed through shear deforma-
tion to the total plastic work
done
I∗ Non-dimensional impulse βc Critical value of β separating
modes II and III
Iˆ Impulse per unit area βw FSI index
Kφ Rotational spring stiffness ∆W0 Relative mid-span displacement
L Half length of beam member ωd, ωs State variable for ductile and
shear damage
Le Characteristic length of the
first-order element in FE
φi(x) Admissible mode functions
Lw Length of water column in FE ρ Density of beam material
M0 Fully plastic bending moment ρw Density of water
N Membrane force σY Static yield strength
47
Treating water as a linear-elastic medium, Kennard [10] found that if the pressure at any48
point drops below the cavitation limit, two ‘breaking fronts’ emerge from there and propa-49
gate in opposite directions, creating an expanding pool of cavitated liquid. These breaking50
fronts can arrest, invert their direction of motion and become ‘closing fronts’, forcing the51
contraction of the cavitation zone. Schiffer et al. [11] studied the effects of initial hydrostatic52
pressure on cavitation for a rigid plate with a linear backing spring. Their model is able53
to capture the propagation of both breaking and closing fronts, as well as their interactions54
with the structure, in a blast event. It was found that increasing hydrostatic pressure re-55
duces the transmitted impulse since it moves the point of incipient cavitation away from the56
structure; however, reducing inertial mass does not always lead to a reduction in the trans-57
mitted impulse whilst increasing the supporting stiffness always will. Schiffer and Tagarielli58
[12] further reported a ‘double-cavitation’ event where early plate deformation, due to the59
propagation of flexural waves, gives rise to a localised cavitation zone at the fluid-structure60
interface and in the central portion of the plate. This zone quickly collapses upon coales-61
cence of the flexural wave at the centre. Subsequent plate deformation induces an additional62
cavitation at a finite distance from the plate as previously described.63
It is, as yet, unclear how limits to material deformation, support compliance and support fail-64
ure affects previously known results since the impulse imparted by an underwater blast load-65
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ing is often sufficiently intense to induce significant plastic deformation in a structure with66
which it interacts leading to, in extreme circumstances, a loss of structural integrity through67
partial/complete detachment from its support. In this paper, the limitations/assumptions68
of previous studies are relaxed by considering a fully-clamped ductile beam system - the69
analytical framework for this was developed previously by Yuan et al. [1] in a companion70
paper. The model of the ductile beam system is able to capture the three different modes71
of deformation observed in blast experiments, the initiation and evolution of damage with72
increasing transverse beam deflection, and its consequential detachment - by fracture - from73
the supports. By coupling the fluid (water) domain to the aforesaid model of the ductile74
beam system, the momentum and energy transferred by the blast wave are critically re-75
evaluated for the coupled, non-impulsive loading regime; in particular, on how the beam’s76
deformation mode and boundary compliance affects the fluid and structure interaction, or77
vice-versa, before the onset of boundary failure, defined as the complete detachment of the78
beam from its supports.79
The outline of this paper is as follows: Section 2 summaries the key features of the ductile80
beam system developed in [1] and outlines the fluid-structure coupling strategy; details81
of the three-dimensional (3D) FE model are given in Section 3; Section 4 compares the82
predictions of the analytical and FE models; and, finally, results for the elasto-plastic and83
rigid free-standing beams are compared and sensitivity analyses carried out to elucidate the84
dependence of the model predictions on the beam’s aspect ratio and inertial mass in Section85
5.86
2. Analytical model [1]87
The analytical framework for the fully-clamped ductile beam system - developed by Yuan88
et al. [1] in a separate study - are briefly outlined with particular attention paid to high-89
lighting the key elements that had been introduced to incorporate elasto-plastic constitutive90
behaviour, boundary compliance and boundary failure. This is followed by details on cou-91
pling strategy between the fluid domain and beam system, and on the limitations of the92
current FSI model.93
2.1. Fully clamped ductile beam system - key features94
The ductile beam system incorporates the following: (1) large elasto-plastic deformation95
with catenary action; (2) interactions between bending, membrane stretch and transverse96
shear; and, (3) limits to deformation through a loss of integrity at the support and the97
subsequent beam detachment by rupture. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the slender beam98
supported at each end by three springs (one rotational and two axial). The pressure loading99
p(x, t) is assumed to always impinge normally over the span of the beam regardless of its100
subsequent transverse deflection [13, 14]. Hence, a plane of geometric and loading symmetry101
exists at the mid-span of the beam (x = 0), allowing one-half of the beam to be analysed.102
5
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The beam - made of a rate-independent, elastic perfectly-plastic material - has a total length103
2L and a uniform rectangular cross-section of thickness H and width B where L/H º 1.104
The rotational spring has elasto-plastic characteristics to model the end rotation of the beam105
and the subsequent formation of a plastic hinge. Both the axial and vertical springs have106
rigid-plastic characteristics to model the ‘plastic stretch’ and ‘plastic shear sliding’ actions107
at the support, respectively.108
L
p(x,t)
L
x
z
0
A
A
Section A-A
z
y 0
B
H
Figure 1: Schematic of the fully clamped ductile beam system by Yuan et al. [1]. A plane of symmetry
exists along x = 0, −B/2 ≤ y ≤ B/2, −H/2 ≤ z ≤ H/2 so that only the right-half needs to be analysed.
2.1.1. Fully plastic stress condition, damage and failure criteria109
Plastic limit function, damage and failure criteria are first established as functions of non-110
dimensional fully plastic generalised stresses, viz. M¯(, M/M0), N¯(, N/N0) and Q¯(,111
Q/Q0) where M0 = σYBH2/4, N0 = σYBH and Q0 = σYBH/
√
3 are the fully plastic112
bending moment, membrane force and transverse shear force, respectively; and, σY is the113
uniaxial static yield strength of the beam material. For a beam of rectangular cross-section,114
its fully plastic limit function ψp can be written as [15]115
ψp = |M¯ |
√
1− Q¯2 + N¯2 + Q¯2 − 1. (1)
Consequently, a plastic hinge forms at any cross section where the fully plastic stress condi-116
tion ψp = 0 is reached.117
Damage shall refer to the onset and subsequent degradation of the generalised stresses in118
the beam or its supports, or both. Figure 2 gives a schematic of the variation of generalised119
stresses (M¯ or N¯ or Q¯) versus effective strain Ôeff defined on any cross section of the beam,120
including at its supports. Point c denotes the generalised stress state at a cross-section when121
the damage initiation criterion is satisfied as follows:122
ωd =
Ôeff
Ôd
= 1 (2)
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where ωd is a state variable that increases monotonically with effective strain Ôeff , and Ôd is123
the effective strain corresponding to the onset of damage. Beyond this, progressive softening124
of the non-dimensional generalised stresses occur in accordance to125
|M¯ | = |M¯ f |(1−D), N¯ = N¯ f (1−D) and Q¯ = Q¯f (1−D) (3)
where D is a damage variable; M¯ f , N¯ f and Q¯f are the non-dimensional bending moment,126
membrane force and transverse shear force at the onset of damage, respectively. For sim-127
plicity, a linear evolution of the damage variable D with effective strain Ôeff is adopted as128
follows [16]:129
D = Ôeff − Ôd
Ôr − Ôd (4)
where Ôr is the rupture strain to be obtained from a uniaxial tensile test. This definition130
ensures that all the generalised stresses reduce to zero when D = 1.131
0 εeffεd εr
ωd=1
M Q or N
c
d
b
a
ωd<1
Figure 2: Schematic on how the non-dimensional generalised stresses vary with effective strain pre- (ωd < 1)
and post- (ωd = 1) damage initiation.
Failure refers to a complete loss of load carrying capacity by the beam through detachment
from its supports. Since the effective strain Ôeff is always greatest at the support (x = L) -
see Section 2.1.2 - a failure criterion needs only to be defined there where damage must first
initiates and where failure would subsequently occur [17, 18]. The criteria delineating the
different modes of failure, corresponding to those previously identified by Menkes and Opat
[19], are as follows:
Mode I : D < 1, ωs < 1 (5a)
Mode II : D = 1, ωs < 1 (5b)
Mode III : D = 1, ωs ≥ 1. (5c)
The state variable ωs is expressed as132
ωs =
β
βc
(6)
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where β is the ratio of the plastic work absorbed through shearing deformation to the total133
plastic work done by all the other stress components given by [20]134
β = E
s
S
EsS + EbS + EmS
(7)
where EsS is the shear strain energy (vertical axial spring); EbS is the bending strain energy135
(rotational spring); EmS is the membrane strain energy (horizontal axial spring); and, βc is136
the critical β value delineating the transition from mode II to III to be given later.137
2.1.2. Effective strain Ôeff and material properties138
The effective strain Ôeff in Eqs. 2 and 4 will now be approximated. In general, the effective139
strain Ôeff on any cross-section is given by [17, 18]140
Ôeff =
√
2
9
[
(Ôxx − Ôyy)2 + (Ôyy − Ôzz)2 + (Ôxx − Ôzz)2 + 32(γ
2
xz + γ2zy + γ2xy)
]
. (8)
For slender member where its thickness H is much smaller compared to its half-length L,141
out-of-plane warping of cross-section is negligible; hence, plane sections remain plane [15].142
Therefore, it is reasonable to write γxy = γyz = 0 [17, 18]. If the material in a dynamic143
uniaxial test where Ôxx > 0 obeys the incompressibility relation Ôxx + Ôyy + Ôzz = 0, then144
Ôyy = Ôzz = −Ôxx/2 [21]. Thus, Eq. 8 simplifies to145
Ôeff =
√
Ô2xx +
1
3γ
2
xz. (9)
The maximum total in-plane strain Ôxx on any cross-section x comprises of two parts given146
by [17, 21]147
Ôxx = Ôm + Ôb (10)
where the membrane strain Ôm and bending strain Ôb may be expressed, respectively, as148
functions of the transverse mid-span displacement of the beam WB as follows:149
Ôm = 2
(
WB
L
)2(x
L
)2
(11)
and150
Ôb =
WBH
L2
. (12)
Just as in [21], a linear variation of the membrane strain Ôm along the half-length of the151
beam is also assumed here for simplicity.152
Following [17, 18, 22, 23], the transverse shear strain γxz is neglected in the beam member153
whist, at the support, it depends on the plastic shear sliding distance over the shear band.154
Thus, on any cross-section of the ductile beam, it follows that155
γxz =
{
0 if 0 ≤ x < L
WS/(l/2) if x = L
(13)
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where WS is the plastic shear sliding displacement and l is the width of the shear band.156
Slip-line field analysis of a rigid-plastic beam with rectangular cross-section and thickness H157
by Nonaka [24] showed that the width of the shear band ranges between H ≤ l ≤ 2H if the158
maximum transverse beam deflection is between 0 to H. The latter (l = 2H) corresponds159
to the onset of membrane (or catenary) response in the beam. Since large beam deflection160
invariably leads to membrane effects, a value of l = 2H is adopted here by following [23, 25].161
Substituting Eqs. 10 - 13 into Eq. 9, gives an approximate expression for the effective strain162
on any cross-section x of the beam system as follows:163
Ôeff =

2
(
WB
L
)2(
x
L
)2
+
(
WBH
L2
)
if 0 ≤ x < L√[
2
(
WB
L
)2
+
(
WB
L
)(
H
L
)]2
+ 13
(
WS
H
)2
if x = L
. (14)
It is worth re-emphasising that the effective strain is always greatest at the supports (x = L)164
since its two constituent components (total in-plane Ôxx and transverse shear strains γxz)165
are both highest there; this is also in agreement with results in [17, 18]. Expressions for WB166
and WS are to be derived later in Section 2.1.3.167
Table 2 lists the material properties for Aluminium 6061-T6 beams used by Menkes and168
Opat [19]; they may be assumed to be strain rate insensitive [26]. In this study, we adopt a169
rupture strain of Ôr = 0.5 [20] and an effective strain corresponding to the onset of damage170
at Ôd = 0.38 - both were calibrated to the experimental data of Menkes and Opat [19].171
Yu and Chen [22] have previously shown that βc obtained for a square yield criterion is172
greater than that obtained for an interactive yield criterion (βc = 0.45) by Shen and Jones173
[20]. Furthermore, they established that βc is a material-dependent parameter which is174
independent of geometry. Since the present study adopts an interactive fully plastic limit175
function and the same material properties as [20, 22] were used, it is reasonable to adopt176
βc = 0.45.177
Table 2: Material properties for the Aluminium 6061-T6 beam [19]
Density, Young’s modulus, Static yield Poisson’s
ρ (kg/m3) E (GPa) stress, σY (MPa) ratio
2686 69 283 1/3
2.1.3. Equations of motion178
Following [13, 14, 27], the deformation of the beam is divided into three phases - see Fig. 3179
- according to the sequence of plastic hinge formation as follows: (1) Phase 1 (0 < t ≤ t1) -180
when plastic hinge does not form (or the fully plastic stress condition is not met) anywhere181
in the beam, i.e. ψp < 0; (2) Phase II (t1 < t ≤ t2) - when a stationary plastic hinge forms182
at the support; (3) Phase III (t2 < t ≤ t3) - when a travelling plastic hinge A moves towards,183
9
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N
B
S
L
MS
MB
x
WB
(a) 0 < t ≤ t1
L
N
B
S
MS
MB WB
x
(b) t1 < t ≤ t2
x
L
N
B
S
MS
MB
WB
WS
QS
N
ξ ξ
A
(c) t2 < t ≤ t3
Figure 3: Schematic of the transverse displacement profile for the right-half of the ductile beam system in
[1] : (a) Phase I, (b) Phase II and (c) Phase III.
and coalesce with, the existing stationary hinge at the mid-span of the beam, ending up in184
a final two-hinge collapse configuration.185
In each phase, the transverse displacement of the beam at a point x (x > 0) along the beam186
member and at its support is approximated as a sum of n generalised displacements and187
mode functions given by [28]188
W (x, t) =
n∑
i=1
φi(x)wi(t) (15)
where the partial functions φi(x) are admissible mode functions that satisfy the geometric189
boundary conditions and the temporal functions wi(t) are generalised transverse displace-190
10
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ments. The displacement at the mid-span and supports are, respectively,191
WB(t) = W (x = 0, t) and WS(t) = W (x = L, t). (16)
The corresponding velocity (W˙ ) and acceleration (W¨ ) fields also uses the same partial func-192
tions given by193
W˙ (x, t) =
n∑
i=1
φi(x)w˙i(t) and W¨ (x, t) =
n∑
i=1
φi(x)w¨i(t). (17)
The differential equations governing wi can be obtained by substituting the Lagrangian194
(, Ek +V where Ek and V is total kinetic and potential energy of the system, respectively)195
for the structural beam system into the well-known Lagrange equation of the 2nd kind, and196
simplifying, to give [1]197
n∑
j=1
Mijw¨j +
∂V
∂wi
=
∫ L
0
p(x, t)φi(x)dx, i = 1, 2, ..., n (18)
where Mij is the generalised mass given by198
Mij =
{
m
∫ L
0 φi(x)φj(x)dx if i , j
m
∫ L
0 φ
2
i (x)dx if i = j
, (19)
m is the mass per unit length; V (, EbS + EsS + EmS + EbB + EmB ) is the total potential energy199
of the beam system; EbB and EmB are the bending and membrane strain energies of the beam200
member, respectively; EsS, EbS and EmS are the shear, bending and membrane strain energies201
associated with the vertical, rotational and axial springs, respectively, at the supports. Note202
that subscripts S and B denote support and beam member, respectively; whilst, superscripts203
s, b and m denote shear, bending and membrane, respectively. The key to obtaining the204
governing equations of motion in Eq. 18 is to derive the various strain energy components205
(EbS, EsS, EmS , EbB and EmB ) for each Phase – they are summarised in Appendix A.206
2.2. Coupling of fluid domain to the structure207
Consider a rightward-propagating planar pressure pulse that travels at a constant speed208
cw(=1498 m/s) in a fluid of density ρw(=1000 kg/m3), and impinging normally on the209
structural beam system shown schematically in Fig 4. It is convenient to define a spatial210
coordinate Z in the un-deformed configuration with Z = 0 corresponding to the location of211
the fluid and structure interface, i.e. Z = z + H/2. Assuming an exponentially decaying212
blast pulse with a peak pressure ps and time constant ti, then the incident pressure wave at213
any arbitrary point (of coordinate Z and x) at the time t may be expressed as [2]214
pI(Z, t) = pse−(t−Z/cw)/ti . (20)
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p
t
Water x
H
Support
L
L
p=pI(Z,x,t)
z
Figure 4: Schematic of an exponentially decaying wave propagating to the right towards a clamped elasto-
plastic beam system.
The incident pulse duration is considered to be infinitely long, i.e. td = ∞. If the target215
structure is rigid and fixed in space, then the reflected wave would be216
pR1(Z, t) = pse−(t+Z/cw)/ti (21)
corresponding to a perfect reflection of the incident wave in the negative Z direction. Since217
the beam is not rigid, the impingement of the incident pressure wave on this interface sets the218
beam in motion, i.e. the beam acquires a velocity field W˙ (x, t). Compatibility dictates that219
the wetted surface of beam and the fluid particles at its interface possess the same velocity220
W˙ (x, t), provided cavitation is absent (everywhere) at the fluid and structure interface. The221
beam motion results in a rarefaction wave (travelling in negative Z-direction) of magnitude222
223
pR2(Z, x, t) = −ρwcwW˙ (x, t+ Z/cw). (22)
It is worth emphasising that the reflection of planar waves off a curved interface would
render the exact formulation of the fluid pressure field too complicated to quantify. As
a simplification, the reflected waves are treated as planar and propagates in the negative
Z-direction, without affecting the pressure and particle velocity fields perpendicular to the
incident angle. Thus, the net water pressure p(Z, x, t) due to the incident and reflected
pulses is given by
p(Z, x, t) = pI + pR1 + pR2 = ps
[
e−(t−Z/cw)/ti + e−(t+Z/cw)/ti
]
−
ρwcwW˙ (x, t+ Z/cw). (23)
The interface pressure (at Z = 0) is, therefore,224
pInt(x, t) = p(Z = 0, x, t) = 2pse−t/ti − ρwcwW˙ (x, t). (24)
Substituting pInt(x, t) into Eq. 18 and rearranging gives the governing ordinary differential225
equations that describes the beam motion as follows:226
n∑
j=1
Mijw¨j +
∂V
∂wi
= B
∫ L
0
pInt(x, t)φi(x)dx, i = 1, 2, ..., n. (25)
12
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2.3. Limitations of the current FSI model227
The tensile term (pR2 in Eq. 22) may, under certain circumstances, causes the fluid pressure228
to drop below zero at some point in time within the fluid domain, giving rise to a cavitation229
event. Following cavitation, the pressure field in the fluid is given by a superposition of two230
breaking fronts, one travelling towards the structure (positive Z direction) and the other231
away (negative): generating an expanding pool of cavitated liquid [10]. Schiffer et al. [11]232
identified two cavitation types (or re´gimes) for underwater blast loading of rigid-plate with a233
linear backing spring that depends on the fluid conditions in the layer between the structure234
and the expanding cavitation zone. Type I cavitation occurs if a breaking front (travelling235
in the positive Z direction), arrests before reaching the fluid-structure interface, reverses236
its motion and becomes a closing front. Type II cavitation occurs if the breaking front237
(travelling in positive Z direction) reaches the fluid-structure interface and causes cavitation238
at the interface. In the present study, Type II cavitation will occur if the condition [11]239
pInt(x, t) = 0 (26)
is met. Since Schiffer et al. [11] showed that a structure acquire s greater transmitted impulse240
in Type I than in Type II, the former would be of greater interests to a designer since the241
objective of this work is concerned with the limits of structural and material deformation.242
In a Type I cavitation, several authors [11, 12] had found that the pressure wave (rarefaction243
pR2 and reflected pR1) emanating from the fluid-structure interface approaches the closing244
front and eventually reflects back towards the fluid-structure interface as a positive pressure245
pulse. It was noted in [11] that this positive pressure pulse acts continuously on their rigid246
plate which reduces to zero after a finite duration. As a consequence, it must contribute247
to the impulse transmitted to the structure and in cases where the mass and stiffness of248
the structure are high, the maximum transmitted impulse can even exceed twice the inci-249
dent impulse Ii = psti. However, detailed three-dimensional (3D) finite element simulations250
(to be presented later in Section 4) will show that for elasto-plastic beams deforming in any251
modes of deformation, the contribution of the reflection wave (from the closing front) during252
Type I cavitation does not significantly affect the maximum mid-span deflection, maximum253
momentum, maximum transmitted impulse, maximum kinetic energy and maximum trans-254
mitted energy to the beam. On this basis, it is reasonable to neglect the influence of the255
reflection wave from the closing front in the current analytical model.256
3. Finite element (FE) model257
In addition to the analytical model presented above, three-dimensional (3D) FE calcula-258
tions were also performed - using the commercial software ABAQUS/ Explicit® - to model259
the fluid-structure interaction. Here, only the salient features of the FE model set-up are260
presented for the fully-clamped beam since they are described previously in Yuan et al. [1].261
Details on convergence studies and validation are found there.262
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Figure 5: Schematic of clamped beam subjected to an exponentially decaying pressure pulse in FE: (a) front
view and (b) side view.
3.1. Material properties and damage model263
Material description based on the conventional J2 flow theory is adopted to allow progres-264
sive degradation of material stiffness to be implemented in finite elements. This approach,265
coupled with element deletion, is widely used to model progressive damage and rupture of266
ductile materials [29, 30]. All the beams modelled are made of Aluminium 6061-T6 - the267
material properties are given in Table 2. The progressive damage model for ductile materials268
in ABAQUS/Explicit is adopted here. The criterion for ductile damage initiation is given269
by270
ωd =
∫ dÔ¯p
Ô¯pd(η, ˙¯Ôp)
= 1 (27)
where ωd is a state variable that increases monotonically with the equivalent plastic strain.271
Here, the equivalent plastic strain Ô¯pd at the onset of ductile damage is a function of stress272
triaxiality η and plastic strain rate ˙¯Ôp [31]. When Eq. 27 is met, the damage variable D273
would increase according to [16]274
D˙ = Le
˙¯Ôp
u¯pf
(28)
where u¯pf is the effective plastic displacement at failure and Le = 7.83 × 10−4 m is the275
characteristic length of the first-order element used in the FE model - this is identical to276
that in [1]. Any element whose stiffness is fully degraded, i.e. D = 1, is deleted from the277
mesh. The two parameters needed to implement a ductile damage model are the damage278
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strain Ô¯pd = 0.8 and the failure displacement u¯
p
f = 1.1× 10−3 m; both were obtained through279
calibration to the experimental data by Menkes and Opat [19].280
The water is modelled as an acoustic medium with density ρw = 1000 kg/m3, wave speed281
cw = 1498 m/s and bulk modulus Ew = 2.244 GPa. It can be treated as linear elastic under282
compression, with zero tensile strength and zero shear modulus. A Mie-Gruneisen equation283
of state with a linear Hugoniot relation is used to model the linear elastic ratio between284
applied pressure p(Z, t) and volumetric strain ÔV given by285
p(Z, t) =
−EwÔV = −c2wρwÔV , ÔV < 00, ÔV ≥ 0 . (29)
Note that when ÔV ≥ 0, the pressure becomes zero and this leads to an onset of cavitation286
[3, 4, 32].287
3.2. Mesh, loading and boundary conditions288
αE
α2E
α3E
τ τ τ
(a) (b)
Part-4Part-3Part-2
Part-1
ux=uy=uz=ϕx=ϕy=ϕz=0
ux=ϕy=ϕz=0
y
x
z
ux=uy=uz=ϕx=ϕy=ϕz=0
ux=ϕy=ϕz=0
y
x
z
Figure 6: Schematic of boundary, or support, conditions (BCs) in the FE simulations: (a) standard fully
clamped BC and (b) modified BC. u and φ denote displacement and rotation degree of freedom, respectively.
The FE model, shown schematically in Fig 5, consists of a water column Lw ×L×B above289
the elasto-plastic beam. Only one-half of the fully-clamped beam and water column are290
modelled since reflective symmetry exists on the plane bounded by x = 0, −B/2 ≤ y ≤ B/2291
and −H/2 − Lw ≤ z ≤ H/2. Figure 6a depicts the standard displacement boundary292
conditions that would need to be imposed for a fully-clamped boundary condition (BC).293
It has been shown in [1] that the local equivalent plastic strain in the beam abutting the294
supports does not converge with repeated mesh refinement. In order to accurately model295
progressive ductile fracture /rupture at the supports, a modified BC given in Fig 6b is296
adopted. Yuan et al. [1] showed that both the standard and modified BCs predict similar297
beam deflection profiles, but only the latter gives a converged equivalent plastic strain at the298
boundary/support. A similar procedure was also adopted by Yuan and Tan [33] to model the299
impulsive response of rectangular plates numerically. For the modified BC, three additional300
parts (labelled 2-4) are added to the end of the original solid beam (part-1) to form an301
extended boundary shown schematically in Fig 6b. Note that the standard fully-clamped302
BC of Fig 6a is imposed on part 4. All the additional parts have equal width τ and identical303
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material properties as the solid beam, apart from a gradation of their elastic modulus E,304
by a factor α. The parameters τ = H/6 and α = 10 were obtained by calibration to the305
experimental data of [19] - the details are provided in Yuan et al. [1].306
Horizontal displacement ux for the left boundary of the water column (ux = 0 at x = −L,307
−B/2 ≤ y ≤ B/2, −H/2−Lw ≤ z ≤ −H/2) is constrained as does the vertical displacement308
uy on the front (uy = 0 at −L ≤ x ≤ 0, y = B/2, −H/2 − Lw ≤ z ≤ −H/2) and back309
(uy = 0 at −L ≤ x ≤ 0, y = −B/2, −H/2 − Lw ≤ z ≤ −H/2) boundary of the water310
column - see Fig 5. An exponentially decaying pressure pulse, given by Eq. 20, is applied311
to the top of the water column. Tie constraints are applied between the wetted edge of the312
beam and fluid.313
The half-beam modelled has a dimension of 0.06 m (L) × 0.01 m (H) × 0.01 m (B).314
The length of water column Lw is sufficient long to ensure the reflected wave from the top315
boundary does not reach the structure over the duration of the calculation [3, 4]. Lw/cwti = 3316
is used to ensure that the water column is semi-infinite. Both the beam and water column317
are discretised using the 8-noded solid elements (C3D8R) with reduced integration and318
hour-glass control. In order to capture necking localisation, progressive damage and ductile319
fracture with acceptable fidelity, twelve elements are used through the beam thickness (H).320
Results of convergence studies have shown this to be sufficient. All C3D8R elements - used321
to discretise the water column and beam - are cubic in size with a dimension of 7.83×10−4 m;322
consequently, the nodes of the water and solid meshes are coincident at the fluid-structure323
interface.324
4. Comparison of analytical and FE predictions325
To assess the fidelity of the analytical model, its predictions for the average interface pressure,
mid-span deflection, impulse and energy transfer will now be compared to predictions by the
FE model. Appendix A gives all the energy expressions for the three phases of deformation
and a flow chart on the numerical implementation of the analytical model is presented in
Section 2. The temporal history of the transmitted impulse per unit area IT (t), momentum
per unit area IK(t), transmitted energy per unit area ET (t) and kinetic energy per unit area
EK(t) of the beam are defined, respectively, as follows:
IT (t) =
∫ t
0
p˜Int(t)dt, IK(t) =
ρH
L
∫ L
0
W˙ (x, t)dx,
ET (t) = 1
BL
∫ L
0
pInt(x, t)W (x, t)dx, EK(t) =
ρH
2L2
∫ L
0
W˙ 2(x, t)dx. (30)
Note that the average interface pressure is given by326
p˜Int(t) =
1
L
∫ L
0
pInt(x, t)dx. (31)
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Time t is measured from the instant when the incident pressure wave arrives at the fluid327
and structure interface. The impulse and energy components in Eq. 30 are normalised by328
the incident impulse per unit area Ii and incident energy per unit area Ei given by [2]329
Ii = psti and Ei = p2sti/ρwcw. (32)
Unless otherwise specified, a time constant of ti = 0.2 ms - corresponding to 16 kg of330
TNT at a 1.4 m standoff distance according to the scaling law by Swisdak [34] - was used331
in all calculations; consequently, variations of FSI index βw is achieved by altering the332
beam thickness. It is worth emphasising that in both analytical and FE model, if the333
structural system fails (i.e. complete detachment occurs) before all the initial kinetic energy334
is expended, then the beam member would have a residual kinetic energy at the point335
of severance. Parts of this are absorbed through further plastic deformation as the beam336
member continues to deform until it reaches a rigid permanent set whilst the remaining as337
translational kinetic energy. Since fluid-structure interaction in the ‘pre-detachment’ re´gime338
is of interests, the energy (and impulse) transferred ‘post-detachment’ by the blast wave is339
not considered, or characterised, here.340
Figures 7a, 7b and 7c compare the analytical and FE predictions for beams that deform in341
mode I, II and III, respectively. Pressure contour plots predicted by FE (to be presented342
later in Fig 8) confirm that a Type I cavitation event (i.e. the breaking front travelling in343
the positive Z-direction, always arrests before it reaches the fluid-structure interface and344
inverts its motion as a closing front) occurs in all the cases shown in Figs 7a, 7b and 7c345
at tc/ti = 0.53, tc/ti = 0.41 and tc/ti = 0.36, respectively. For beams deforming in mode346
I, Figure 7a shows that their non-dimensional average interface pressure p˜Int/ps initially347
decreases before attaining a peak value at time t = t3 (when the beam reaches its maximum348
mid-span deflection); this is followed by a monotonic reduction in interface pressure. Beyond349
t > t3, the FE model predicts that p˜Int/ps remains positive - this is in agreement with [11].350
The analytical model under-predicts the maximum transmitted impulse in mode I by up351
to 12.7% since it neglects the additional loading from the reflected wave arising from the352
closing front. Complete detachment occurs shortly after cavitation in Figs 7b and 7c which353
explains why it is acceptable to neglect the effects of the reflected wave from the closing354
front in the subsequent structural response. In general, the predicted interface pressure,355
mid-span deflection, impulse and energy exchange are in good agreement with those from356
FE for all three modes of deformation.357
The impulse and energy transferred to the beam through FSI, also plotted in Fig 7, can358
be succinctly summarised as follows: (1) In mode I, the average interface pressure beyond359
t > t3 does not further contribute to the transmitted energy ET . This is because the beam360
now responds in an elastic manner with deflection that decreases slightly before reaching361
permanent set; (2) In modes II and III, both the transmitted impulse IT and transmitted362
energy ET reach a maximum at t = t3 following complete detachment from the supports;363
(3) The maximum momentum IK and kinetic energy EK are reached before the onset of364
cavitation at t = tc for all three modes, this also agrees with analytical predictions in [11];365
(4) The maximum transmitted impulse is significantly higher in mode I than in modes II366
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Figure 7: Analytical and FE predictions of the non-dimensional interface pressure, mid-span deflection,
impulse transfer and energy exchange for 0.06 m (L) × 0.01 m (H) × 0.01 m (B) (L/H = 6 and βw = 10.9)
beam deforming in different modes subjected to three different exponentially decaying pressure pulses of
identical time constant ti = 0.2 ms and a peak pressure of (a) ps = 30 MPa, (b) ps = 80 MPa and (c)
ps = 110 MPa. — current analytical predictions; -.- current FE predictions. tc and t3 denote the time when
cavitation first occurs and when the beam reaches its maximum transverse deflection, respectively.
and III because a considerable amount of impulse is transmitted to the beam during elastic367
rebound; and, (5) The maximum transmitted impulse and energy are higher in mode II than368
III since t3 for mode III is smaller than mode II.369
To gain an insight into the cavitation event, pressure contour maps predicted by detailed 3D370
FE simulations are plotted in Fig 8 at five selected times (corresponding to the elasto-plastic371
beam and loading parameters of Fig 7). Here, only the results for a third of the ‘water-tank’,372
i.e. Lw/3, is plotted. It is worth emphasising that cavitation first occurs at tc/ti = 0.53373
(for mode I), tc/ti = 0.41 (for mode II) and tc/ti = 0.36 (for mode III). This is caused by374
the tensile wave (Eq. 22) which is generated as a consequence of the rapid motion of the375
beam and is reminiscent of the experimental observations made in [12] for circular plates.376
All the cases shown in Fig 8 correspond to a Type I cavitation event since the breaking377
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Figure 8: FE predictions of fluid pressure field at five selected times corresponding to the cases (L/H = 6
and βw = 10.9) shown in Figs 7a, 7b and 7c, respectively. Black denotes cavitated water. Note that only a
third of the water tank that was simulated had been plotted here.
front arrests and inverts its motion as a closing front. Note that a closing front (this refers378
to the bottom edge of the cavitated region) has already formed at t/ti = 1.00, 1.00 and379
0.8 in Figs 8a, 8b and 8c, respectively. It is worth highlighting why the cavitated region at380
t/ti = 5.8 appears closer to the fluid-structure interface compared to t/ti = 1.5 in Fig 8a.381
At t/ti=1.0, the entire cavitated region is in the midst of propagating towards the top of the382
water-tank whereupon, after reflection, it would reverse its motion towards the structure.383
What was shown for t/ti=5.8 is the reflected cavitated region from the top boundary which384
is now propagating towards the structure - this is why the bottom boundary of the cavitated385
region appears closer to the structure at t/ti=5.8 compared to, say, at t/ti=1.5 in Fig 8a.386
Predictions by FE and the current analytical model will now be compared for a range of387
incident impulses where the primary focus will be on the maximum mid-span deflection,388
transmitted impulse and energy. The maximum non-dimensional transmitted impulse I¯T ,389
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Figure 9: Variations of the non-dimensional mid-span deflection W0/H with non-dimensional impulse I∗ for
elasto-plastic beam with L/H = 6 and βw = 10.9. I, II and III indicate the three distinct damage modes
predicted by the current analytical model. — current analytical model;  current FE predictions.
momentum I¯K , transmitted energy E¯T and kinetic energy E¯K of the elasto-plastic beam390
are defined as follows:391
I¯T = max
0≤t<∞
[IT (t)/Ii], I¯K = max0≤t<∞[I
K(t)/Ii],
E¯T = max
0≤t<∞
[ET (t)/Ei], E¯K = max0≤t<∞[E
K(t)/Ei]. (33)
Figure 9 shows an excellent agreement for the maximum mid-span deflection W0/H, at392
either the point of cessation of motion or failure (if complete detachment from the supports393
had occurred) for modes I and II. The over-prediction of ∆W0/H in mode III with I∗(,394
2psti/H
√
σY ρ) is because our analytical model adopts a constant hinge length of l = 2H -395
the same assumption was also made in [17], [23] and [18] - as opposed to the approach by396
Shen and Jones [20] where a new hinge length is re-calibrated for each data point. Both the397
current FE and analytical models correctly predict a reduction in W0/H with increasing I∗398
in modes II and III - this trend is also observed in [1].399
Figure 10 compares the non-dimensional impulse (I¯T and I¯K) and energy (E¯T and E¯K)400
terms with the corresponding FE predictions. In general, the analytical predictions agree401
well with its FE counterpart despite the under-prediction of I¯T - by up to a maximum402
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Figure 10: Variations of the non-dimensional maximum impulse and energy against non-dimensional im-
pulse I∗ for elasto-plastic beam with L/H = 6 and βw = 10.9. I, II and III indicate the three distinct
damage modes predicted by the current analytical model. — current analytical model;  and current FE
predictions.
of 12.7% - in mode I. This discrepancy arises because our analytical model neglects the403
additional impulse transmitted by the reflection wave from the closing front.404
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In a Type I cavitation event (i.e. cavitation does not occur first at the fluid-structure inter-405
face), the maximum non-dimensional transmitted impulse I¯T can be shown to be related to406
the average maximum transverse deflection, as well as the time (t3) for complete detachment407
to occur; note that t3 = 1.66ti and t3 = 0.8ti in Figs 7b and 7c, respectively. Substituting408
Eqs 30 and 31 into Eq. 33, and re-arranging, gives409
I¯T = (1/Ii)
∫ ∞
0
p˜Int(t)dt, if mode I (34)
and410
I¯T = (1/Ii)
∫ t3
0
p˜Int(t)dt, if mode II and III. (35)
Using Eqs. 15 and 24 in Eqs. 34 and 35, respectively, leads to an expression for the non-411
dimensional impulse I¯T as follows:412
I¯T = 2−ρwcw
Ii
∫ t3
0
∫ L
0
[ n∑
i=1
φi(x)w˙i(t)
L
]
dxdt−ρwcw
Ii
∫ ∞
t3
∫ L
0
[ n∑
i=1
φi(x)w˙i(t)
L
]
dxdt, if mode I
(36)
and413
I¯T = 2− 2e−t3/ti − ρwcw
Ii
∫ t3
0
∫ L
0
[ n∑
i=1
φi(x)w˙i(t)
L
]
dxdt, if mode II or III. (37)
Since the mid-span velocity of the beam is negligibly small during elastic rebound ( see Fig414
7a for example), it is reasonable to neglect the second term in Eq. 36 which simplifies to415
I¯T = 2− ρwcw
Ii
∫ t3
0
∫ L
0
[ n∑
i=1
φi(x)w˙i(t)
L
]
dxdt, if mode I. (38)
Thus, the maximum non-dimensional impulse transmitted to the beam is related to the416
different mechanisms through which alleviation of the transmitted impulse is achieved as417
follows:418
I¯T = I¯T1 − I¯T2 − I¯T3 (39)
where I¯T1 = 2 - this is a reference (or maximum) value - denotes the maximum non-419
dimensional impulse transmitted to a rigid beam of infinite mass; I¯T2 = 0 (if mode I) or420
I¯T2 = 2e−t3/ti (if mode II or mode III) refers to the reduction of transmitted impulse as421
a consequence of boundary failure or detachment; and I¯T3 = ρwcwWˆ/Ii quantifies the al-422
leviation of transmitted impulse due to both non-linear material deformation and support423
compliance, where Wˆ is the average transverse deflection of the beam given by424
Wˆ =
∫ t3
0
∫ L
0
[ n∑
i=1
φi(x)w˙i(t)
L
]
dxdt. (40)
Equation 39 suggests that early boundary failure (a smaller t3 leads to higher I¯T2 which is425
evident by comparing Fig 7c to 7b) and/or large material deformation (a higher I¯T3 ) would426
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contribute to a significant reduction in the maximum non-dimensional impulse (I¯T ) that is427
transmitted.428
Figure 10a shows that I¯T decreases only slightly with I∗ in mode I. This is because the429
maximum mid-span deflection W0 - which is related to the average transverse deflection Wˆ430
- increases linearly with I∗ (or Ii) in mode I (see Fig 9) which leads to a higher I¯T3 and a431
consequential reduction in I¯T . A sharp decrease in I¯T follows the transition from mode I→II432
because of boundary failure; a direct consequence of a jump in I¯T2 from zero to a finite value433
in Eq 39). Figure 10a shows a monotonic reduction in I¯T with I∗ in modes II and III. This434
is because a higher I∗ leads to premature boundary failure, resulting in a greater reduction435
of the transmitted impulse (I¯T2 in Eq. 39), see Figs 7b and 7c. It is notable that a higher I∗436
also leads to greater transmitted impulse I¯T ; this is a direct consequence of a lower I¯T3 since437
W0 in modes II and III reduces monotonically with I∗ as shown in Fig 9. The monotonic438
reduction of I¯T in modes II and III indicates that I¯T2 could be more dominant than I¯T3439
when complete detachment occurs at the support. Figure 10 also shows that the maximum440
transmitted energy E¯T reduces monotonically with I∗ in modes II and III; again, this is due441
to pre-mature detachment of the beam from its supports. As alluded to earlier, the impulse442
and energy transmitted ‘post-detachment’ are not considered. This curtails the amount of443
impulse and energy transmitted to the elasto-plastic beams if the incident pressure pulse is444
sufficiently intense.445
It is interesting to note that both I¯K and E¯K appears relatively insensitive to I∗. This is446
because the elasto-plastic beams, regardless of their deformation mode, always acquires the447
maximum I¯K well before the onset of cavitation in the fluid; the same was also reported in448
[11]. The maximum I¯K is already attained when the travelling plastic hinge had only just449
started to emanate from each end of the support; hence, the central portion of the beam450
is reminiscent of a rigid, free-standing beam. Schiffer and Tagarielli [12] also reported a451
similar ‘central rigid portion’ for their fully-clamped circular composite plate in an under-452
water blast. Recall that for rigid free-standing structures, the maximum non-dimensional453
momentum acquired is independent of load intensity since it is only a function of FSI index454
[2]. Because of the above, the maximum non-dimensional transmitted momentum I¯K also455
appears independent of blast impulse; similarly, for E¯K .456
5. Effects of FSI on ‘deformable supported’ versus ‘rigid free-standing’ beams457
Parametric studies will now be carried out, using the coupled fluid-beam analytical model, to458
evaluate the sensitivity of the maximum impulse (I¯T ) and energy (E¯T ) transfer to aspect ra-459
tio L/H and βw (, ρwcwti/ρH - Taylor’s FSI index). Results from rigid free-standing beams460
of an equivalent mass per unit area are also included for comparison where the maximum461
transmitted impulse and energy - superscript F denotes free-standing - are, respectively,462
given by [2]463
I¯F = 2β−(βw/βw−1)w (41)
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and464
E¯F = 2(1− e
−βw)2
βw
. (42)
In the parametric studies to be presented, it is worth noting the following: (1) the non-465
dimensional maximum transmitted impulse I¯F and energy E¯F of rigid free-standing beams466
are independent of peak incident pressure ps and aspect ratio L/H but depends only on βw;467
(2) both the ‘elasto-plastic’ and ‘rigid, free-standing’ beams have identical mass per unit468
area given by βw; and, (3) cavitation always occurs at the fluid and structure interface for469
free-standing beams at time tc = tiln(βw)/(βw − 1) whilst it does not for the elasto-plastic470
beams (Type I cavitation); hence, the fluid-structure interaction time for an elasto-plastic471
beam is always considerably longer compared to its free-standing counterpart of the same472
mass per unit area.473
5.1. Mode I474
The solid blue lines in Figs 11a and 12a denote the non-dimensional maximum transmitted475
impulse (I¯T and I¯F ) and the broken black lines denote the non-dimensional maximum476
transmitted energy (E¯T and E¯F ). A peak incident overpressure of ps = 15 MPa is used477
throughout so that the elasto-plastic beams always deform in mode I. Figure 11a plots478
the variation of the non-dimensional maximum impulse and energy terms as a function of479
L/H (for a constant βw = 21.7). For elasto-plastic beams, I¯T reduces monotonically with480
L/H while E¯T does not. The reason is evident by comparing two beams of different L/H,481
denoted by 1 and 2 in Fig 11b. The beam with a higher L/H, i.e. beam 2 , has less average482
interface pressure p˜Int/ps but higher mid-span deflection WB, leading to a smaller I¯T and483
non-monotonic decreasing E¯T . Figure 12a plots the maximum non-dimensional impulse and484
energy to FSI index βw with a constant L/H = 10. It shows that I¯T increases monotonically485
with increasing βw (less mass per unit area) but E¯T does not. Again, the reason is that the486
average interface pressure p˜Int/ps is higher but the mid-span deflection WB is lower for beam487
with a higher βw (less mass per unit area) - compare beam 3 to 2 in Fig 12b.488
According to Eq. 39, increasing maximum mid-span deflection would lead to a greater489
reduction of I¯T , i.e. by comparing the maximum mid-span deflection between beam 1 and490
2 in Fig 11b or between beam 2 and 3 in Fig 12b. Notice that this finding is independent491
of beam’s geometry (i.e. two beams can have different L/H and βw), when comparing beam492
1 (in Fig 11) to 3 (in Fig 12). The above finding is potentially useful for designers as the493
maximum mid-span deflection (in mode I) could - alone - be used as an indicator of the494
alleviation of the impulse imparted to the structure.495
Even though the beneficial effects of FSI, in reducing the maximum transmitted impulse for496
a given incident pressure pulse, is clearly evident for both the deformable (and supported)497
and rigid (and unsupported) beams, the mechanisms by which this reduction is achieved are498
clearly different. In the former, its is due to increased elasto-plastic deformation whereas, in499
the latter, it is due to early cavitation (a reduction in the beam’s mass per unit area). We500
have previously shown in Eq. 39; that the maximum impulse transmitted to a deformable501
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Figure 11: (a) Analytical prediction of non-dimensional maximum impulse (— corresponds to I¯T and I¯F ) and
energy (–.– corresponds to E¯T and E¯F ) for elasto-plastic beams of identical cross-section, H = B = 0.005
m (βw = 21.7), deforming in mode I; and (b) Comparison of the normalised temporal average interface
pressure p˜Int(t)/ps and temporal mid-span deflection WB(t) for beams 1 and 2 in Fig 11a. Beam 1 is
0.04 m (L) × 0.005 m (H) × 0.005 m (B); beam 2 is 0.05 m (L) × 0.005 m (H) × 0.005m (B).
beam can be related to its average transverse deflection Wˆ . However, unlike for rigid free-502
standing beams where the maximum transmitted impulse scales directly to its mass per unit503
area (or βw) through Eq. 41, the entire temporal-history of the beam transverse velocity504
must first be determined - this is needed to calculate Wˆ in Eq. 40 - before the maximum505
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Figure 12: (a) Analytical prediction of maximum impulse (— corresponds to I¯T and I¯F ) and energy (–.–
corresponds to E¯T and E¯F ) for elasto-plastic beams with identical aspect ratio L/H = 10 deforming in
mode I; and (b) Comparison of analytical normalised temporal average interface pressure p˜Int(t)/ps and
temporal mid-span deflection WB(t) for beams 2 and 3 in Fig 12a. Beam 2 is 0.05 m (L) × 0.005 m (H)
× 0.005 m (B) (βw = 21.7); beam 3 is 0.014 m (L) × 0.0014 m (H)× 0.0014 m (B) (βw = 77.5).
transmitted impulse can be evaluated.506
It is also worth noting that in both Figs 11a and 12a, the elasto-plastic beams have sig-507
nificantly higher non-dimensional maximum transmitted impulse and energy compared to508
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free-standing beams. This is because, as alluded to earlier, the fluid-structure interaction509
time for elasto-plastic beams are significantly longer.510
5.2. Mode II511
Variations of the maximum non-dimensional impulse and energy terms against L/H and512
βw for a peak incident overpressure of ps = 120 MPa are shown in Figs 13 and 14 respec-513
tively. Note that all the elasto-plastic beams shown deform in mode II. Figure 13a plots the514
maximum non-dimensional impulse and energy terms, against the aspect ratio L/H with515
βw = 54.3. Both I¯T and E¯T do not reduce monotonically with L/H. This is because as516
L/H increases - comparing 1 to 2 in Fig 13b - 1 has a lower average interface pressure517
p˜Int(t)/ps and, consequently, takes longer to reach its maximum mid-span deflection and for518
complete detachment to occur. Figure 14a shows the effect of mass per unit area, or βw,519
on the non-dimensional impulse and energy terms for a fixed aspect ratio L/H = 6. It520
shows that both I¯T and E¯T reduce monotonically with βw (or less mass per unit area). As521
opposed to Fig 13 increasing βw - compare 2 and 3 in Fig 13 - leads to a reduction in522
the average interface pressure p˜Int(t)/ps and a shorter time is required to reach maximum523
mid-span beam deflection and for complete detachment to occur.524
Increasing L/H, as shown in Fig 13b, would lead to a lower I¯T2 and a higher I¯T3 , while525
increasing βw (see Fig 14b) leads to a higher I¯T2 and a lower I¯T3 . This explains the non-526
monotonic decay in I¯T in Fig 13a. The monotonic decay in I¯T with βw in Fig 14a suggests527
that the effects of t3 on the impulse transmitted in mode II could be more dominant than528
the transverse beam deflection.529
The beneficial effect of FSI for the rigid un-supported beam is evident in Fig 14a. However,530
this is due to early cavitation triggered by a reduction in the beam’s mass per unit area531
as βw increases. Furthermore, the calculation of I¯F has a direct correspondence to the FSI532
index βw given by Eq. 41, as opposed to its deformable and supported counterparts that533
deform in mode II.534
The maximum non-dimensional transmitted impulse and energy are significantly smaller535
in mode II compared to mode I for the fully-clamped elasto-plastic beams due to a loss536
of integrity at the supports. Notwithstanding, the maximum non-dimensional transmitted537
impulse and energy for elasto-plastic beams are still considerably greater than those of free-538
standing beams since I¯T > I¯F and E¯T > E¯F , as is evident in Figs 13a and 14a.539
5.3. Mode III540
Figure 15 plots the non-dimensional maximum impulse and energy for beams deforming in541
mode III (ps = 160 MPa). Note that the ratio of the plastic work absorbed through shearing542
deformation to the total plastic work done has reached the critical ratio of βc = 0.45 in all543
cases. The results in Fig 15 are broadly similar to Figs 13a and 14a, despite a slight decrease544
in I¯T and E¯T due to the fact that the time it takes for complete detachment to occur is shorter545
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Figure 13: (a) Analytical prediction of non-dimensional maximum impulse (— corresponds to I¯T and I¯F )
and energy (–.– corresponds to E¯T and E¯F ) dissipation for elasto-plastic beams with identical cross-section
(H = B = 0.002 m) deforming in mode II where βw = 54.3; and (b) Comparison of analytical normalised
temporal average interface pressure p˜Int(t)/ps and temporal mid-span deflection WB(t) for beam 1 and 2
in Fig 13a. Beam 1 has 0.02 m (L) × 0.002 m (H) × 0.002 m (B) (βw = 54.3); beam 2 has 0.012 m (L)
× 0.002 m (H) × 0.002 m (B) (βw = 54.3).
in mode III than in mode II - compare Figs 14a and 15b for an example. Notwithstanding,546
the effects of L/H and βw on maximum impulse and energy transfer in mode III are broadly547
the same as that in Figs 13a and 14a for mode II. It is evident from both figures that for548
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Figure 14: (a) Analytical prediction of non-dimensional maximum impulse (— corresponds to I¯T and I¯F )
and energy (–.– corresponds to E¯T and E¯F ) dissipation for elasto-plastic beams in mode II with the same
aspect ratio L/H = 6; and (b) Comparison of analytical normalised temporal average interface pressure
p˜Int(t)/ps and temporal mid-span deflection WB(t) for beam 2 and 3 in Fig 13a. Beam 2 is 0.012 m (L)
× 0.002 m (H) × 0.002 m (B) (βw = 54.3); and beam 3 is 0.036 m (L) × 0.006 m (H) × 0.006 m (B)
(βw = 54.3).
greater impulse and energy were transmitted to the elasto-plastic beams than their free-549
standing counterparts; this is also the case for modes I and II as shown in Figs 11a, 12a, 13a550
and 14a. Since both I¯T and E¯T decrease monotonically with peak incident pressure ps in551
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Figure 15: Analytical predictions of the non-dimensional maximum impulse (— corresponds to I¯T and I¯F )
and energy (–.– corresponds to E¯T and E¯F ) dissipation for two sets of elasto-plastic beams deforming in
mode III: (a) of the same cross-section, H = B = 0.002 m (βw = 54.3) and (b) the same aspect ratio,
L/H = 6.
modes II and III (see Fig 10 for an example), maximum transmitted impulse and energy of552
elasto-plastic beams could be even less than those of rigid, free-standing beams, as a result553
of significant alleviation of transmitted impulse by boundary failure I¯T2 .554
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6. Conclusions555
The dynamic response of fully-clamped elasto-plastic beam subjected to underwater blast556
has been investigated. An analytical model by [1] is used to predict beam deformation,557
interface pressure history, impulse and energy transfer in a Type I cavitation event where558
predictions were found to be in excellent agreement with 3D FE simulations. It was found559
that increasing non-dimensional impulse I∗ leads to a reduction in the maximum mid-span560
deflection during modes II and III deformation. A sharp reduction in the maximum trans-561
mitted impulse accompanies the transition from mode I→II and a monotonic reduction in562
both the maximum transmitted impulse and energy were found in modes II and III. The563
beneficial effect of FSI in reducing the maximum transmitted impulse to elasto-plastic beams564
(for a given incident pressure-pulse) was found to be dependent on two parameters: the av-565
erage beam transverse deflection and the time it takes for complete detachment to occur.566
The latter significantly limits the impulse imparted to a structure that deforms in modes II567
and III but not when it is deforming in mode I. The effects of aspect ratio L/H and FSI568
index βw were investigated. It was found that in mode I, an increase in aspect ratio L/H, or569
decrease in FSI index βw, always leads to a reduction in the maximum impulse transmitted.570
In modes II and III, increasing FSI index βw always leads to a reduction in the maximum571
transmitted impulse. The effects of boundary on FSI were also investigated where it was572
shown, as to be expected, that a significantly higher impulse and energy are transmitted573
to the fully clamped deformable beams, deforming in all three modes, as opposed to their574
free-standing counterparts of the same mass per unit area.575
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Appendix A - Strain energy components in the equation of motion (Eq. 25)581
The dynamic response of the beam system is divided into three separate phases according582
to [1] and the strain energy components corresponding to each are derived below. Figure 16583
presents the flow chart on the numerical implementation of the analytical model. Note that584
each phase of motion has its own unique set of initial conditions and associated displacement585
(and velocity) field. The transitional conditions between phases follow the proposal by586
Symonds et al. [35], which is based on the well-known ‘minimum ∆0 technique’. This587
technique is commonly employed to determine the starting amplitude of the ‘new’ velocity588
field by minimising the difference in kinetic energies between the velocity fields at the end589
of the terminating phase and at the start of the new phase [13–15].590
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Figure 16: Flow-chart on the numerical implementation of the analytical model in Section 2.
Phase I: 0 < t ≤ t1591
In Phase I, it is reasonable to neglect catenary actions and transverse shear since the trans-592
verse deflection is small compared to the beam thickness, i.e. WB ¹ H [13, 36]. The plastic593
limit function at the support is simplified according to Eq. 1594
ψpS = |M¯S| − 1. (A-1)
Phase I motion ends when ψpS = 0.595
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An admissible transverse displacement field for the right-half of the structural beam system596
in Phase I, shown in Fig 3a, is given by [13]597
W (x, t) = w1(t)2
(
1 + cos pix
L
)
+ w2(t) cos
pix
2L. (A-2)
The bending strain energies in the beam member and rotational spring are, respectively,598
EbB(t) =
EI
2
∫ L
0
[
∂2W (x, t)
∂x2
]2
dx (A-3)
and599
EbS(t) =
Kφ
2 φ(t)
2 (A-4)
where φ(t) =
∫ L
0 [∂2W (x, t)/∂x2]dx [13, 14]. Since WB ¹ H, it is reasonable to assume that600
the strain energies due to shear and membrane are negligibly small [36]; hence,601
EsS(t) = EmS (t) = EmB (t) Ä 0. (A-5)
Substituting Eqs. A-3, A-4 and A-5 into Eq. 25, and using the initial conditions w1 = w2 = 0602
and w˙1 = w˙2 = 0 gives the two equations of motion for this phase. When the fully plastic603
stress condition at the support is reached, i.e.604
ψpS = |Kφφ(t)|/M0 − 1 = 0, (A-6)
it marks the end of Phase I deformation at the corresponding time of t = t1.605
Phase II: t1 < t ≤ t2606
In Phase II, small transverse deflection is also assumed [36–38]; hence, the influence of607
transverse shear and catenary actions are also ignored. Therefore, the fully plastic stress608
condition at the support - since ψpS = 0 - reduces to609
|M¯S| = 1 (A-7)
whilst the same at the mid-span simplifies to610
ψpB = |M¯B| − 1. (A-8)
Phase II motion ends when ψpB = 0.611
An admissible transverse displacement field for Phase II motion, shown in Fig 3b, is given612
by [13]613
W (x, t) =
[
w1(t1) + w2(t)
]
cos pix2L (A-9)
where w1(t1) is the terminating amplitude of the generalised displacement from Phase I at614
t1. Expressions for strain energy components are identical to those previously derived for615
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Phase I (Eq. A-3 for EbB; Eq. A-5 for EmB , EsS and EmS ) with the notable exception of the616
bending strain energy of the rotational spring at the support which is as follows:617
EbS(t) = |MS|[φ(t)− φ1] = M0[φ(t)− φ1] (A-10)
where φ1 = M0/Kφ. Substituting Eqs. A-3, A-5 and A-10 into Eq. 25 gives the equation618
of motion for Phase II. Following [35], the starting amplitude of the generalised velocity in619
this phase is given by620
w˙2 =
8
3pi w˙1(t1) + w˙2(t1) (A-11)
where w˙1(t1) and w˙2(t1) refer to the terminating amplitude of the generalised velocity from621
Phase I at time t1. Once the mid-span of the beam meets the fully plastic stress condition,622
i.e.623
ψpB = EIκ(t)/M0 − 1 = 0 (A-12)
where κ(t) = ∂2W (x, t)/∂x2|x=0 is the curvature at the mid-span, it marks the end of Phase624
II deformation at the corresponding time of t = t2.625
Phase III: t2 < t ≤ t3626
The fully plastic stress conditions at the support and mid-span of the beam are, respectively,
|M¯S|(1− Q¯2S) + N¯2 + Q¯2S = 1, if |M¯S| > 0 (A-13a)
N¯2 + Q¯2S = 1, if |M¯S| = 0 (A-13b)
and627
M¯B + N¯2 = 1. (A-14)
If motion of the beam member ceases when the damage variableD < 1 (Mode I deformation),628
this will be followed by residual elastic vibration. By contrast, if this happens when D = 1629
then the beam would fail in either mode II or mode III.630
The admissible transverse displacement field at the start of Phase III motion is631
W (x, t) =
 w1(t1) + w2(t2) + w3(t) if 0 ≤ x ≤ L− ξw4(t) + [w1(t1) + w2(t2) + w3(t)− w4(t)]L−xξ if L− ξ < x < L (A-15)
where w1(t1) and w2(t2) are terminating amplitudes of the generalised displacements from632
Phases I (at time t1) and II (at time t2), respectively. When the travelling plastic hinge633
reaches the mid-span, i.e. ξ = L, the admissible transverse displacement field becomes634
W (x, t) = w4(t) +
[
w1(t1) + w2(t2) + w3(t)− w4(t)
]
L− x
L
. (A-16)
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The bending strain energies of the beam member and rotational spring are, respectively,635
EbB(t) = MB
w3(t)− w4(t)
ξ
, (A-17)
and636
EbS(t) = |MS|
w3(t)− w4(t)
ξ
. (A-18)
The membrane strain energies of the beam member and the horizontal axial spring may be637
expressed, respectively, as638
EmB (t) = N∆B(t) (A-19)
and639
EmS (t) = N∆S(t) (A-20)
where ∆B(t) = ∆(t)/(1+1/
√
1−Q2S/Q20) is the in-plane membrane displacement at the mid-640
span, ∆(t) = [w3(t)−w4(t)]2/ξ is the total membrane displacement and ∆S(t) = ∆(t)−∆B(t)641
is the membrane displacement at the support. Here, it is assumed that in-plane membrane642
displacement is significant where a plastic hinge has developed. The shear strain energy of643
the vertical axial spring is644
EsS(t) = QSw4(t). (A-21)
Note that the parameters MS, QS, N , MB, ξ and ξ˙ in Eqs. A-17, A-19, A-18, A-20 and A-21645
are unknowns. Recasting them in a non-dimensional form, viz. M¯S, Q¯S, N¯ , M¯B, ξ¯ = ξ/L646
and ˙¯ξ = ξ˙/L, they will have to be computed as described below.647
The non-dimensional velocity of the travelling hinge A is [20]648
˙¯ξ = σY
ρL2
1.5(|M¯S|+ M¯B)− 2Q¯S ˙¯ξ(L/H)/
√
3 + 6N¯(w¯3 − w¯4) + ξ¯[p(t)/pc]
ξ¯( ˙¯w3 − ˙¯w4)
(A-22)
where w¯3 = w3(t)/H, ˙¯w3 = w˙3(t)/H, ˙¯w4 = w˙4(t)/H; pc = 4M0/L2 is the fully plastic649
collapse force per unit length, i.e. the largest force per unit length that can be supported by650
the structural beam system when subjected to a pure bending moment before the bending651
moment at each plastic hinge reaches the fully plastic bending moment M0 [20]. Note that652
when the travelling hinge A reaches the existing stationary hinge at the mid-span B, they653
coalesce into a single stationary hinge so that in subsequent motion654
˙¯ξ = 0 and ξ¯ = 1. (A-23)
The calculations of M¯S, Q¯S, N¯ , M¯B would depend on whether damage had initiated. If the
state variable ωd < 1, then M¯S, Q¯S and N¯ are governed by normality requirements so that
plastic flow must occur at a non-negative energy dissipation rate since they have met the
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fully plastic stress condition (Eq. A-13). Therefore, according to [20],
N¯
(
1 + 1√
1− Q¯2S
)
= 2(w¯3 − w¯4) (A-24a)
Q¯S
[ 2√
1− Q¯2S
− |M¯S|√
1− Q¯2S
]
= 4ξ¯(L/H)
˙¯w4√
3( ˙¯w3 − ˙¯w4)
(A-24b)
if |M¯S| > 0, and655
N¯
[ 2 ˙¯w4√
3Q¯S
+
˙¯w3 − ˙¯w4
ξ¯(L/H)
]
= 2(w¯3 − w¯4)(
˙¯w3 − ˙¯w4)
ξ¯(L/H)
(A-25)
if |M¯S| = 0. If the state variable ωd = 1, then the non-dimensional bending moment M¯S,656
membrane force N¯ and shear force Q¯S are governed by Eq. 3. Note that the non-dimensional657
bending moment M¯B remains governed by fully plastic stress condition established for the658
mid-span (ψpB = 0) in Eq. A-14.659
To calculate M¯S, Q¯S, N¯ and M¯B, they have to be expressed as functions of w¯3, w¯4, ˙¯w3, ˙¯w4,660
ξ¯, ˙¯ξ and t through Eqs. A-13, A-14, A-22, A-24 and A-25 if ωd < 1; and through Eqs. 4,661
3, A-14 and A-22 if ωd = 1. The temporal evolution of these parameters are obtained by662
solving the aforementioned equations using the well-known 4th order Runge-Kutta method663
with the initial conditions of w3 = w4 = 0 and w˙4 = 0. The starting amplitude of the664
generalised velocity w˙3 for Phase III is given by665
w˙3 =
12
pi2
w˙2(t2) (A-26)
where w˙2(t2) refers to the terminating amplitude of the generalised velocity from Phase II666
at time t2. Phase III deformation ends at time t3 if motion of the beam member ceases i.e.667
w˙3(t3) = 0. (A-27)
If the damage variable D < 1 when this occurs, then the beam fails in mode I. Otherwise,668
a mode II or mode III failure would ensue if D = 1.669
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